
  

 

 

Over the Schöderwacht to the Little Mureck 

 

Through picturesque alpine meadows and a panoramic ridge 

 

Level of difficulty:  Special tour that requires good physical condition and surefootedness. 

 

Equipment:  Backpack, sun protection, ankle-high hiking boots, drink and snack, change of  

    clothes, hat and gloves, possibly trekking poles.  

 

Costs:      40,-€ 

 

Dogs:   The presence of dogs is not allowed during excursions out of consideration   

     for other participants and local wildlife. 

 

Meeting point:  October 12, 2024; at 8:00 a.m. at the information hut, Talwirt parking lot,  

    Hüttschlag (47.14791087324, 13.287274140030).  

 

How to reach us:  At St. Johann im Pongau, take the exit from B311 onto L109 towards Großarl.  

    Follow the road through Großarl and Hüttschlag until reaching the Talschluss.  

    The drivable road ends at the meeting point (47.147910873, 13.2872741400) 

 

Participants:  Minimum 3 people, maximum 6 people 

Duration:   Approximately 9 hours. 

Pure walking time: Approximately 7 hours. 

Route:     Approximately 14 kilometers. 

Ascent:    Approximately  1350 meters in altitude. 

Descent:   Approximately  1350 meters in altitude. 

Refreshment stops:  Refreshment possible after the tour. 

Booking:   Until Monday, October 7, 2024, at 12:00 p.m., register at  

    www.npht.at/touren. For any questions, you  

    can reach us at np.bildung@salzburg.gv.at 

 

Description:   The parking lot at the end of the valley in Hüttschlag is the starting point of 

our tour. First, we need to overcome the steep forest behind Stockhamhof. Afterward, the path 

becomes flatter, leading past a chapel to the Kreealmen. From here, the trail continues uphill through 

a larch forest and pine growth to the forest limit. Here, we follow a trail that takes us over an exposed 

ridge to the ruins of the abandoned Schöderwacht. The impressive panoramic view even allows 

glimpses of the periodic Schödersee, Marchkar, and Brunnkar. At certain points, the pine growth 

needs to be climbed over. 

Upon reaching the Little Mureck, the view opens up to the Lungau part of the National Park. At the 

distinctive summit cross, we enjoy the panoramic view in all directions. The White Peak in the east 

and the Keeskogel in the west are particularly impressive. Following a specially located spring stream 

with mosses, we descend back to the Murtörl. After a last look towards the crumbling Schöderwacht, 

we descend again at the foot of the Murwand. On the way back, just before reaching the parking lot, 

we make a detour to the Kreealm waterfall, beautifully illuminated by the afternoon sun. 
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Elevation Profile:   
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